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Editorial

u.s. mission to stop fascism
"It is a little bit disconcerting that the same shock

creation of a parallel fascist movement here. Featured

troop kind of tactics stand at the end of one's life as I

in the group is Karl-Heinz Hansen, a leftist West

have seen as a very young person in Berlin in '29, '30,

German parliament member named last year by Der

'31," space scientist Krafft A. Ehricke remarked at the

Spiegel magazine as a former member of Adolf Hit

opening of a talk on the future of space development

ler's elite Werewolf organization, established at the

given in New York City Nov. 28. Dr. Ehricke, who

end of World War II to carry forward the will of the

played a key role in the U.S. space program, was

Fuhrer after the collapse of the Third Reich. Flanking

referring to the mindless environmentalists, enraged

Hansen were Petra Kelley, a former aide to Sen.

against his advocacy of nuclear energy and space

Edward Kennedy who moved to Europe and became

industrialization, who had kicked in the doors at

head of the West German Green Party;.Kurt Bastian,

several of his forums during a just-concluded tour 6f

a retired European commander; and Josephine Rich

Western Europe.

ardson, a member of the British Labor Party.

These are the "green fascist" shock troops whose

Hansen began his U.S. appearances at the U nitar

rise in Germany is reported in our Special Report this

ian Church in Princeton, New Jersey on Nov. 30.

week. Like the original Hitler Youth, they are de

"The Green Party is against nuclear power because it

ployed in the service of an oligarchical conspiracy,

does not improve the quality of life, but raises the

directly involving Europe's royal families, to trigger a

standard of living," Hansen said. He laid out a scena

'new Holocaust that will make the Nazis' pale by

rio for "complete transformation of the political sys

comparison. Dr. Ehricke reported that he had chal

tem in Germany by the 1984 elections." The current

lenged those of his "green" opponents who had

riots are designed to "pressure the major political

enough brains left to verbalize their objections with

parties" until they "change their outlook"-renounce

two simple questions. First, do you agree that there is

technological progress and growth. Hansen and his

a problem? Second, what is your solution?

three associates presented an all-day forum sponsored

The problem, as Dr. Ehricke put it eloquently, is
that 12 million infants die every year in the Third
World because of lack of food, energy, health care,
and social services. There is no solution except nuclear
energy and the rapid development of fusion energy.
The "alternative" is a conscious commitment to
genocide. The scale of the murder envisioned by the
green-fascist movement is at least 2 billion people
the figure for reduction of population projected in the

Global 2000 Report prepared by the Carter administra
tion and backed by the Haig State Department.
Four leaders of the violent green movement in
Europe have recently been brought to the United
States sponsored by Citizens for a Sane Nuclear Poli
cy, for a week-long speaking tour to promote the

64

National

by the

same Edward Kennedy on Capital Hill on

Capitol Hill on Dec. 2.

.

The United States, which welcomed German-born
scientists like Dr. Ehricke after World War II, has a
special obligation to defeat the new Nazi movement.
The return of this country to a policy based on the
principles of what Alexander Hamilton called "the
American System" is the best hope that our still
immense industrial resources can be applied to turn
ing back the Dark Age. As Dr. Ehricke emphasizes,
there are no limits to growth provided mankind utili
zes nuclear energy and conquers outer space. With
this national mission, we can nip the green fascist
movement in the bud here""":and strengthen the resist
ance to the new fascism in Europe.
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